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THE DEMANDS OF THE BUSINESS WORLD FOR GOOD 
ENGLISHI 

W. R. HEATH 
Vice-President, The Larkin Company, BuffaloX New York 

You meet in Buffalo to talk shop and if your shop prepares 
material for my shop I must talk shop to you. I should be pre- 
sumptuous, indeed, if in discussing the subject of English with 
teachers of English I did not confine myself to the needs of my 
own business, leaung you to make the broader application to 
general business needs. 

I work for a mail-order house. We solicit orders by means of 
advertisements, printed catalogues, circulars, and letters. We re- 
ceive communications in writing. We convey answers by the vehicle 
of English. We perform our service with such art and skill as is pre- 
sumed to insure permanency and growth for the business, aSuence 
and leisure for the stockholders, and continuous jobs for ourselves. 

One difficulty we encounter in our work. We write English 
well. Our display is striking and sloganish; our text fascinatihg 
and pregnant with selling talk; our letters appreciative of com- 
mendation, yet withal modest; our answers to complaints generous, 
sincere, and adequate. Our difiRculty iss we are not understood. 
People will not understand what we mean by what we say. They 
tell us what we mean and then ask us why we do not write it so. 

Are we always to be misunderstood? Will not the teachers 
of English teach the coming generation to understand English? 
Your pupils are more likely to become our customers than they are 
to become our employees for one speaks and a score listen, one 
writes and a thousand read, so while one studies the art of expres- 
sion many should study the art of impression. Your work of 
teaching English is twofold. You must teach people to give 
thought expression in English and you must teach people to get 
thought expressed in English. 

t A paper read at the meeting of the New York State Association of Teachers of 
English at BuSalo, November 26, I9I2. Doubtless many teachers will be glad to see 
a specimen of business English by one of its advocates. 
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The business world demands English, first that is read, and 
second that is understood. You can find an abundance in the 
books on the value of words, the elegance of expression, diction, 
and style. It is not for the business man to speak of these. Good 
English to the business man is simple English, English that is 
listened to, English that is read, English that is understood, Eng- 
lish that produces. 

<'Save all cost that adds no value" is a slogan of our business. 
Simple English, yet it took our whole ofiice force to coin it. You 
now wonder how you could say it any other way, which is the most 
unqualified approval you could give the expression. 

How may we put children in the way to write such English ? I 
answer: By doing what we do not do now and by leaving undone 
what we do do now. 

I do not criticize the teacher who aims to broaden the knowl- 
edge of the child. If you wish the child to know Savonarola, send 
him to the encyclopedia, let him look up and write up the subject, 
and talk about it; but this is not teaching English, at least no more 
than mental arithmetic is; this is biography and history and it 
would be no more if you asked the child for an essay on the same 
subject. Compiling from the encyclopedia is not essay writing and 
it is not teaching him to express himself in English. 

A young man in faultless attire, soft hat and kid gloves in hand, 
with hair parted in the middle, with eyeglasses faultlessly adjusted 
on his shapely nose, stands before me in the business ofiice. " What 
can I do for you, sir ? " " I beg your pardon, but I have concluded 
that I would take a position. I have heard that this is a good 
place for a young man to advance and I have called to see what you 
could offer." That young man has expressed himself in English 
as well as in attire but his expression is so at variance with the 
surroundings that you hear nothing but discord, you see nothing 
but neckties and gloves, you think nothing but receptions and 
teas. Had he submitted an essay on Savonarola he would not 
have expressed himself at all. 

A man in work clothes, hat in hand, with clear eye, earnest and 
determined face, presents himself at my desk and I say, "What can 
I do for you ? " He catches my eye and holds it, his gaze is so intense 
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he seems to approach me, he takes a tighter grip on his hat, his face 
is stern and his whole person is tense as he speaks in a husky voice, 
<'Sir, I want work." I do not seem to see him at all, I see beyond 
him, I see a woman in a cottage bending over a sick child, I see a 
table, a loaf of bread, an empty coal scuttle, a boy with bare feet 
and worn clothingy with pinched and eamest face. The man has 
expressed himself in English and I hear nothing but harmony, see 
nothing but opportunity, think nothing but hallelujah! because of 
my opportunity to respond to his call. Had he expressed himself 
in the avenue drawing-room, it would have been bad English indeed. 

The boy who writes his first letter thinks he has no langllage with 
which to express himself like a man who concludes the faucet is 
stopped up when he turns it on and nothing comes forth, when as a 
matter of fact the barrel is empty. If the barrel were full, its con- 
tents would seek opportunity to escape. So if a boy is full of some- 
tlling that interests himself very much, the substance will seek 
expression and he will talk or write, because he cannot help it. 
Style and expression will be original, natural, unique, and forceful, 
for he is e2rpressing himself, but we need look for no flow of language 
from an empty think-tank. 

So we must not expect children to acquire style, individuality, 
originality, or forceful expression if given subjects foreign to their 
interest and experience about which to write or speak. They must 
speak their own thoughts, recite their own experiences, describe 
their own achievements, dream their own dreams. 

Pardon an allusion to shop. The business man recognizes this 
principle and will not spend his money for naught. The Larkin 
Company is now asking for some prize essays. It has a definite 
object to attain and seeks indirectly the co-operation of the boy to 
attain it. We want business, we want the boys and girls to think 
business for us. We know they are not doing so, we must make 
them want to. We strive for their attention by the token of a 
reward. We court their interest by description which awakens 
thought, stimulates confidence, and encourages resolare. We 
create desire by graphically describing the benefits to be derived, 
and finally if we are successful we compel action by carrying his 
thought along analytically until the subject opens before him with 
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such possibilities that he sees the prize mthin his grasp before he 
starts. 

We want the boy, we do not want his words. His essay will 
never get an order from his mother, but the boy will. If we get him 
he will represent us in his home with such eloquence that if our cause 
is worthy we cannot lose. Thus, selfish business proceeds with the 
ultimate aim of a dollar of profit. How much greater the cause of 
the teacher whose ultimate aim is to discover the boy to himself, 
to broaden his horizon, to give him a vision, and a glimpse into the 
promised land, to 'save his own soul.t' 

ESSAY PRIZES FOR GRAMMAR- AND HIGH-SCIIOOL PUPILS 

The Larkin Co. will give prizes as stated below for the best essays on the 

subject 

" T:EIE UNDERLY1NG CAUSES OF THE PRESENT HIGE COST OF LI<NG? 
AND WHY LAREN FACTORY-TOFAuLY DEALING REDUCES 

THE HIGH COST OF LIVING" 

Then follow the conditions. 
Credit will be given on a scale as follows: 

For stating the best and most convincing causes of the high cost 
of living .................................................. 3 points 

For stating the strongest arguments why Larkin factory-to-family 

dealillg reduces the high cost of living .................................................. 4 points For grammar and composition .................................................. I point For spelling and punctuation .................................................. I point For neatness and general appearance of papers .................................. ........ .... I point 

Total .................................. IO points 

We ask the contestants to: 
Keep in mind that you are to write as an investigator, that is, as one 

searching for a new truth. It is best not to start with preconceived opinions 
and write to justify them. First read up on the subject in books and magazines. 
Your teacher or elders will gladly tell you how to find the right books in your 
public library. Get together only the most important facts, because the 
essay is to be short, and write down these facts logically. But you must not 
simply copy what other people have written. Your own views and reasoning 
are just as important as that which you will Snd in books. Books are only to 
teach us what other people have thought and should always be read with a 
questioning mind. Before you start to write be sure you understand the 
subject at least fairly well, because there is no writer so poorly equipped as the 
one who writes without his facts. 
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We pve the names of disinterested judges who shall determine 
the merits of the effort. 

Then we make some suggestions which we wish older people to 
think about as well as the boys and girls, as follows: 

I. Have manufacturing and distributing always been conducted according 
to present-day methods ? 

2. Why is a large manufacturer enabled to produce more cheaply than 
small manufacturers ? 

3. Why is the present system of manufacturing and distribution through 
salesmen, wholesalers, brokers, jobbers, and retailers so costly ? 

4. What are the two reasons why production and distribution will be 
cheapened if these middlemen are eliminated ? 

5. Why is the Larkin Co. able to sell its products for about half the regular 
store price, or to offer premium merchandise that has about the same cash 
ralue as the amount of products purchased in any order ? 

6. What are the reasons that millions more people do not buy from the 
Larkin factories direct, when the savings thus achieved must be evident to all ? 

7. How will parcels post tend to reduce the high cost of living ? 

So, we strive to make the boys and girls want to write. We 
take them out to the brow of the hill and show them the plain below 
with the purpose that they may wish to possess it. We endeavor 
to fill every boy and girl with enthusiasm, and hope, and aspiration? 
so that his very self may be expressed Ln what he writes. 

Business is a serious matter these days. It is no longer a matter 
of "bicker and dicker." It is no longer a matter of swapping and 
trading. Business today is one of the "learned professions" and 
men leave medicine, leave law, leave the ministry to engage in 
business. The keyword of business is no longer "dollar," the 
keyword of business is " service." 

Let no young man think to enter business to get rich. Money 
is the by-product of business. Profit is incident to business, it is 
not business. Let no young man hope to succeed in business by the 
rule of chance. "Luck" is no better a word to conjure with in 
business than in medicine or in the law. Business demands the 
whole of a man the whole of a whole man. Business extends 
its call to men of judgment, of theories, of systems, of ideals, men 
of imagination and high aspirations. What are its demands for 
English ? English that is true, English that is virile, English that 
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compels and zmpels, English that is alive, personified, that imperson- 
ates the person who speaks or writes. 

The mother who looks forward to Tuesday for her letter from her 
son in college is not thinking of the philosophy that the letter will 
contain or of any other thing that he is supposed to acquire at such 
an institution. She wants him and she looks for him in every line he 
writes. She wants him to express himself to her. Mothers are 
easy to write to. The business man has no such sympathetic 
reader of what he writes. He must compel attention, develop 
interest, create desire, effect decision with people who are not 
thinking of him, who do not care for him, and who do not, to say 
the least, realize that they need what he has to oSer. Nevertheless 
the successful man is the man who sends himself along with his 
message. Words, sentences, periods are not important. Indeed, 
the greatest eloquence has no word expression. When Lord Tenny- 
son had exhausted language in his endeavor to show the futility of 
the finite comprehending the infinite, he reached his climax in the 
words 

But what am I ? 
An infant crying in the night 
An infant crying for the light 
And with no language but a cry. 

Business needs the boys and girls you are training. Do not 
let them think they can be but cogs in the great system of wheels. 
The world needs men and women who can speak and write them- 
selves into English more now than at any previous time. Every 
year $400,00t,000 are wasted in unprofitable advertising alone, and 
as muchmore in bad handling of good prospects and loss of customers 
through inefficiency. We look to the future generation to conserve 
a part of this enormous loss. It cannot be done by saying, " Go to, 
now, I will write advertising." If a single page in a single issue 
costs $7,500, what you say on that page is important. Look into the 
current magazines and you are tremendously impressed with the 
importance of English in this branch of business. Time will not 
permit its consideration. I will mention but a very few familiar 
expressions designed to compel attention. Many people do what 
they are commanded to do; so the advertiser says, "Take music 
lessons at home"; another thought is added in "Study Law at 
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Home become an LL.B." Still stronger is the appeal in "Keep 
your boy out of danger" or "Protect your little ones." What 
mother does not smile when she reads, "Have you a little Fairy 
in your home ? " What splendid soap it must be ! " Liquid 
Veneer" illustrates the value of a good name. "You run no risk" 
gives you confidence. "Can you spare an hour a day?" makes 
a college education seem attainable. "His Master's Voice" has 
caught the eye and the sympathetic attention of the whole reading 
public; while our own "From Factory to Family" has been "sin- 
cerely praised " in the expressions " From maker to wearer," "Direct 
from workshop," "From Factory to Home," "From Factory to 
You," and "From Factory to User." 

The slogan, "We made it good, its friends made it famous," 
makes us want to know more about it, and a dignified sentiment like 
the following could not fail to secure thoughtful consideration: 
" In the building of vehicles as in every field of human endeavor- 
there are those who have won the right to success." So, we might 
go on indefinitely. 

In conclusion, business English has no conventions, no hard- 
and-fast rules of syntax. It knows no idol-worship. It has no 
literary form. It speaks today of thethingsof today. Tomorrow 
a new invention demands a new expression. 

Business English is exploitation. It makes you want what it 
offers. It makes you pay for what you want. It satisfies you 
with what you get. It makes you speak your satisfaction to others. 

History, literature, and the sciences are the equipment in the 
intellectual gymnasium. A man's education is what he has left 
after he has forgotten what he learned at college, and what the 
individual possesses of history, literature, and the sciences is 
really but the by-product of his education. 

Men must be taught to glorify their work. Belittle 'big busi- 
ness" if you will, but magnify business bigness. Teach the child 
that he lives because there is something great that he must do. 
He belittles his own life who is not doing something with it bigger 
than life, for the instrument is the servant of its purpose. 

Teach these things, and expression will follow even though there 
be no language. 
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